Probabilistic algorithms are developed for a basic problem in distributed computation, assuming anonymous, asynchronous, unidirectional rings of processors. The problem, known as Solitude Detection, requires that a nonempty subset of the processors, called contenders, determine whether or not there is exactly one contender. Monte Carlo algorithms are developed, that err with probability bounded by a speci ed parameter and exhibit either message or processor termination. The algorithms transmit an optimal expected number of bits, to within a constant factor. Their bit complexities display a surprisingly rich dependence on the kind of termination exhibited and on the processors' knowledge of the size of the ring. Two probabilistic tools are isolated and then combined in various ways to achieve all our algorithms.
Introduction
In distributed models of computation, the complexity or feasibility of solving some problems can be signi cantly in uenced by the constituent processors' knowledge of the network over which they communicate. To gain sensitivity to this phenomenon, called topological awareness, we have chosen to study it in the simplest possible network, rather than exploring it in a general setting. Furthermore we have chosen a basic and seemingly trivial problem for our comprehensive case study.
The network is an anonymous 1 , asynchronous, unidirectional ring, which is the minimal symmetric con guration permitting complete interprocessor communication. Each processor receives messages from one of its neighbours (its predecessor) and sends messages to the other (its successor). In this setting, topological awareness becomes, simply, processors' knowledge concerning the size of the ring.
The problem is Solitude Detection, which requires that a nonempty set of distinguished processors, called contenders, determine whether or not there is exactly one contender. Thus, a Solitude Detection computation fails when there is a sole contender and that contender concludes nonsolitude, or when there are two or more contenders and one or more of them 1 In an anonymous network, processors lack distinct identi ers. concludes solitude. (Note that noncontenders are not required to reach any conclusion; it is straightforward, however, to modify any algorithm so that each noncontender reaches the same conclusion as its preceding contender.) Solitude Detection is provably one of the simplest nontrivial problems in distributed computing. It has been shown that among all the nontrivial Boolean functions that are easiest to compute in terms of expected bit complexity 3, 12] , one is closely related to Solitude Detection. The de nition of this function is somewhat involved and sensitive to the ring size.
We are also motivated to study Solitude Detection because it is a fundamental subproblem of the well-studied problem of Leader Election. Leader Election requires that exactly one of a nonempty collection of contending processors in the network be distinguished as the leader. Many algorithms for Leader Election on rings have been proposed. Most are achieved by combining an Attrition process, which reduces the original number of contenders to exactly one contender, with a Solitude Detection process, which checks that there is only one remaining contender. However, as observed by Angluin 6] , no deterministic solutions for leader election exist for anonymous rings. Consequently, two types of probabilistic algorithms have been suggested 1, 2, 14] . A Las Vegas algorithm is a probabilistic algorithm that, for all input con gurations, terminates with probability one (but with, perhaps, no bound on the worst-case complexity) and upon termination is correct. A Monte Carlo algorithm is a probabilistic algorithm with input parameter that, for all input con gurations, terminates with probability one (with a xed bound on the worst-case complexity when > 0), and errs with probability at most .
Even Las Vegas Leader Election is impossible unless the participating processors know the ring size to within a factor of two 6, 14] . On the other hand, there is a Las Vegas Leader Election algorithm for rings of size n in the interval bN=2c + 1; N] with expected bit (and message) complexity O(n log n) 2] . Furthermore, even with exact knowledge of ring size, (n log n) expected messages (and hence also bits) are required to elect a leader (in fact, just for Attrition) 4, 8, 9, 10, 12] .
In contrast, Solitude Detection for rings of size n in the interval bN=2c + 1; N], can be solved by a deterministic algorithm that uses only O(n) messages, although (n log n) bits are still required for rings in this range 2] . Surprisingly, when ring size is known exactly, the expected bit complexity of Las Vegas Solitude Detection drops to (n p log n) 3] . These results highlight the insensitivity of Attrition and the sensitivity of Solitude Detection to knowledge of ring size.
In light of the preceding discussion, it might appear that the complexity of Leader Election is dominated by that of Attrition, and consequently Leader Election itself provides little motivation for improved Solitude Detection algorithms. Indeed, this is the case if all we are interested in is Las Vegas Leader Election when all processors are candidates for leadership. However, if there are at most C candidates for leadership, then Attrition can be solved with O(n log C) expected bits 2, 12] , and hence, if C is su ciently small, Solitude Detection is the dominant cost for Leader Election. Similarly, if we are willing to tolerate some error, then Attrition can be solved by a Monte Carlo algorithm with expected bit complexity O(n log log(1= )) 4]. Hence, if is su ciently large, Solitude Detection is again the dominant cost for Leader Election. Although the assumption of large may seem unrealistic, situations with relatively few contenders do seem natural. At a minimum, these complexities demonstrate that a complete understanding of all the factors e ecting the complexity of leader election must include a careful study of the complexity of Solitude Detection. This paper and a companion paper 5] extend the investigation of the expected bit complexity of Monte Carlo Solitude Detection on asynchronous unidirectional rings. For a general network G, The expected bit complexity of an algorithm on G is de ned to be the maximum over all permissible con gurations and over all schedulers, of the expectation over coin tosses, of the number of bits expended by the algorithm on G. However, in our setting this cost becomes simpler, because, as has often been observed 5], the scheduler is powerless to in uence the computation of a message passing algorithm on a unidirectional ring. Therefore, the expected bit complexity of a message passing Solitude Detection algorithm on a unidirectional ring of size n is the maximum over all con gurations of contenders on a ring of n processors, of the expectation, over coin tosses, of the number of bits expended by the algorithm on that con guration. (One may image a Solitude Detection algorithm that could terminate very e ciently in the event that a contender receives a message before it has sent its initial message since this message could constitute proof of nonsolitude. However, this behaviour, strictly speaking, is not message-driven. In any case, since we are interested in the worst case scheduler, such actions would not improve the expected complexity.) Furthermore, it has also been shown 16] that on an asynchronous network, if there is an algorithm with expected communication complexity f(n) (in the above sense with expectation taken only over coin tosses and worst case over schedulers and con gurations) then there is a message passing algorithm for the same network with the same expected communication complexity. Therefore our matching lower bounds on message passing algorithms is not a loss of generality.
The processors' knowledge of ring size is modeled by the set of ring sizes for which a given algorithm is constrained to be correct (i.e. to err within the speci ed threshold). We consider cases that vary over the entire range of possibilities from no knowledge (all ring sizes are eligible) to exact knowledge (the algorithm is designed for a speci c ring size). We also consider two types of termination. The usual notion of termination is processor termination, in which each processors must, upon termination, reach an irrevocable conclusion. Message termination, a weaker notion of termination introduced by Itai and Rodeh 14] , permits processors to reach tentative conclusions, which can be revoked upon receipt of further communication. In this case, a processor can base its termination on a condition | the cessation of message tra c | that it cannot directly detect. This paper establishes upper bounds. The companion paper 5] establishes matching lower bounds. Together, they show that the expected bit complexity of Solitude Detection displays a surprisingly rich dependence on knowledge of ring size and type of algorithm employed. The asymptotic optimality of the algorithms implies that the design techniques, which are carefully isolated in this paper, are, in fact, the only techniques necessary in this context. What this juxtaposition of bounds does not clearly reveal is the symbiotic nature of their development; in several cases the lower bounds inspired the upper bounds and vice versa.
Asymptotically optimal algorithms for Solitude Detection are developed for each of the eight possible combinations arising from degree of knowledge or ring size and required type of termination. The various cases are consider in order of increasing topological awareness (from ring size unknown, to bounded above, to bounded with a factor of 2, and nally to exact knowledge). In each case, algorithms for both processor terminating and message terminating variants are determined. As we progress, the algorithms become more complicated and the application of techniques more subtle. Fortunately, the later algorithms build upon earlier ones. Also, each algorithm is designed by careful combinations of two general techniques | the exchange of coin ips, and the estimation of gap lengths. These techniques serve to unify an otherwise diverse collection of results. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 examines the rst basic technique of exchanged coin ips, and its embodiment in two elementary Solitude Detection algorithms. Section 3 develops some tools for constructing the more e cient algorithms. The tools provide estimates of the lengths of gaps between consecutive contenders. Sections 4 and 5 describe improved Solitude Detection algorithms in the cases that ring size is bounded above, and ring size is known to within a factor of two, respectively. In Section 6, we take advantage of divisibility properties of the ring size, when it is known exactly, to gain e ciency over prior algorithms. The lower bound results developed in the companion paper 5] are reviewed brie y in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 summarizes the contributions of this paper and compares and contrasts the results of this paper and its companion.
Our algorithms employ only a few message types such as coin ips, alarms, boolean ags, and counters. All messages types except counters have only one or two possible values. Thus, for each algorithm the total number of di erent messages, in addition to counters, that can actually occur is small. Since each of these messages can be encoded as a short string of bits, and since we prove complexity measures only to within a constant factor, it su ces to measure the bit complexity by determining the total number of these di erent possible messages plus the bits expended for counters. The actual message set will be stated explicitly for each algorithm.
Throughout, \log" denotes log 2 and \ln" denotes log e . The actual ring size (not necessarily known to participating processors) is denoted by n. The most straightforward test for nonsolitude is used in our probabilistic Solitude Detection algorithms. It involves the exchange of one or more coin ips. Speci cally, in the procedure ip.and.exchange each contender makes some predetermined number, t, of independent coin tosses, and sends them, one at a time, to the next contender, waiting to receive a coin toss from the preceding contender before sending the next one. Noncontenders participate only by forwarding messages. If there is only one contender, then the sequence of coin tosses that it receives is identical to the sequence that it sends. If a contender receives a coin toss that di ers from that most recently sent, it has conclusive evidence of nonsolitude. This procedure is similar to the technique of generating and exchanging random identi ers of length t used, for example, by Attiya and Snir 8] . However, our procedure propagates one bit at a time, which is critical in order to keep our expected bit complexity low in the case of nonsolitude. Procedure receive.and.test insures that it responds accordingly by sending an alarm and terminating.
The procedure ip.and.exchange(t) is speci ed in Figure 2 . The function Bernoulli-trial(p) used here and in subsequent algorithms, returns the outcome of a random Bernoulli experiment; speci cally it returns \success" with probability p and \failure" with probability 1 ? p. The message set for procedure ip.and.exchange is just f\success", \failure", \alarm"g. Lemma 2.1 Procedure ip.and.exchange(t) satis es:
1. If the number of contenders, c, is at least two, then:
(a) the probability that all contenders fail to detect nonsolitude is 2 ?t(c?1) , (b) the probability that any one xed contender fails to detect nonsolitude is at most 2 ?t min(t;c)=2 , (c) the expected total number of bits transmitted is O(n), and the worst case total is O(nt). Thus the total number of independent coin ips that must match is P t i=1 min(i; c), which is greater than t 2 =2 if c t, and greater than ct=2, if c < t. In either case Pr(Q j is fooled for t ips) < 2 ?t min(t;c)=2 .
(1.c) When there are two or more contenders, the coin tosses of adjacent contenders are independent, and the probability of any xed contender receiving a message di erent from its own coin toss is at least 1=2 in each round. Thus the expected number of exchanges until the detection of nonsolitude is P 1 i=1 i2 ?i = 2 for any contender. Since a contender stops as soon as it receives a message di erent from what it last sent, the expected number of bits transmitted by each contender is O(1).
(2) Since a solitary contender will always receive what it last sent, it is immediate that ip.and.exchange(t) will run for t rounds and never detect nonsolitude.
Procedure ip.and.exchange by itself does not qualify as a Monte Carlo Solitude Detection algorithm because it makes no reference to the parameter , the admissible error probability. However, it is easily converted into a Solitude Detection algorithm by setting the parameter t appropriately. The speci c setting of t will depend on the application; it is a function of such things as the error tolerance, available knowledge of ring size, and required type of termination. Proof: A contender that completes ip.and.exchange(dlog(1= )e) without detecting nonsolitude is left with its state variable alone set to \true" but will change that conclusion if an alarm arrives subsequently. Thus, SD.A has message termination only. When there is only one contender, it is left in the correct state at the conclusion of message tra c. When there are at least two contenders, the probability that no processor detects nonsolitude is at most 2 ? log(1= ) by Lemma 2.1(1.a). If any processor detects nonsolitude then all contenders eventually receive an alarm and conclude nonsolitude. So the probability that any contender erroneously concludes solitude when message tra c ceases is at most . Algorithm SD.A consists of at most dlog(1= )e rounds of ip.and.exchange followed by at most one round to forward outstanding alarms. Since all messages are constant length, it follows that the worst case bit complexity of SD.A is O n log(1= ) . Lemma 2.1(1.c) provides the expected bit complexity bound when there are two or more contenders.
Processor termination is possible when an upper bound C on the number of contenders can be exploited. The bound C is used to limit the number of iterations of algorithm ip.and.exchange while maintaining a low probability of error. This algorithm with input parameter C, is just: When c = 1, the solitary contender clearly reaches the correct conclusion. When c 2, it follows from Lemma 2.1(1.b) that, with probability greater than 1 ? c2 ?t min(t;c)=2 , all contenders reach the correct conclusion on completion of SD.B. Since c2 ?t min(t;c)=2 < by our choice of t, this probability is greater than 1 ? .
The worst case bit complexity is immediate (c.f. Lemma 2.1(1.c) and Lemma 2.1(2.b)). The expected bit complexity when there are two or more contenders follows from Lemma 2.1(1.c). in the expected case by using some techniques developed in the next section. Algorithms SD.A and SD.B exhibit several features that are shared by all of our Solitude Detection algorithms. These features, summarized below, constitute what we hereafter refer to as the standard form of Solitude Detection algorithms. The identi cation of a standard form allows us to simplify the description and analysis of some of our algorithms by factoring out their common parts. It also makes possible the description of certain general algorithmic transformations (cf. Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6) that apply to arbitrary Solitude Detection algorithms that adhere to standard form. In a standard-form Solitude Detection algorithm:
Every contender has its own local state variable, alone, whose value records that contender's tentative (and, ultimately, nal) conclusion about the status of the contender(s) in the system.
The computation of each processor is message driven and proceeds in rounds. Contenders, and contenders alone, start computation by creating an initial message and forwarding the message to their successor. Noncontenders respond with a non-null output message to each message received. Thus a round consists of a send-receive pair for each contender and a receive-send pair for each noncontender.
Upon receiving conclusive evidence of nonsolitude, contenders set their variable alone to \false", send an alarm message (to alert other contenders, if possible), and terminate. Noncontenders always forward alarms and terminate after doing so.
When a processor concludes nonsolitude its conclusion, while possibly incorrect, is irrevocable, even if the algorithm in general is only message-terminating. Therefore, the only tentative decision is solitude.
Algorithms SD.A and SD.B also share two properties that hold for many of our subsequent algorithms. A Solitude Detection algorithm has one-sided error if it is impossible for a solitary contender to conclude nonsolitude. A Solitude Detection algorithm is one-sided linear if the algorithm has expected bit complexity O(n) when there are two or more contenders. An algorithm is one-sided if it has one-sided error and is one-sided linear. In all situations studied in subsequent sections, we construct one-sided Solitude Detection algorithms with optimal expected bit complexity.
Algorithms SD.A and SD.B use procedure ip.and.exchange exclusively. In addition, there are two natural ways to employ ip.and.exchange in conjunction with other Solitude Detection algorithms; both serve to lower the expected communication cost when there are two or more contenders. One way is to precede a Solitude Detection algorithm with ip.and.exchange, which tends to reduce its expected bit complexity when there are two or more contenders. The second way is to interleave rounds of ip.and.exchange with a Solitude Detection algorithm, which tends to reduce its expected message complexity when there are two or more contenders. Proof: Algorithm B is formed by preceding algorithm A with ip.and.exchange(t). Since ip.and.exchange has standard-form, algorithm A will be initiated by exactly those contenders that complete ip.and.exchange without detecting nonsolitude. Consequently, the probability of reaching an erroneous conclusion with algorithm B is at most that of algorithm A. When c = 1, the computations of B are computations of A padded with t preliminary ip.and.exchange messages for each processor. Hence, the expected bit complexity of computations of B is just the expected cost of computations of A plus O(nt). Furthermore, the probability of error of algorithm B is exactly the same as that of algorithm A in this case.
When c 2, any individual contender will detect nonsolitude while executing ip.and.exchange, with probability at least 1 ? 2 ?t , by Lemma 2.1(1.b). Since detecting nonsolitude coincides with the termination of the processor, it follows that for any processor p and any xed con- Proof: Algorithm B is formed by interleaving rounds of algorithm A with rounds of ip.and.exchange (1) . More precisely, all contenders start (round 1) by initiating ip.and.exchange(1). Thereafter, as long as a contender has not received or generated an alarm, it sends and later receives the i th message of A in round 2i and the i th message of ip.and.exchange in round 2i ? 1. Noncontenders expect to receive and then send the i th ip.and.exchange message in round 2i ? 1 and the i th message of A in round 2i.
If there is one contender, ip.and.exchange(t) will not detect nonsolitude. If there are two or more contenders, the interleaving of ip.and.exchange can only help to detect nonsolitude.
Thus, the probability of error for algorithm B, with any con guration of contenders, is no greater than the probability of error with the same con guration under algorithm A.
The interleaving ensures that the total number of ip.and.exchange messages and the total number of A messages di er by at most n. Thus, when c 2 the expected total number of messages is O(n), since this is the expected number of ip.and.exchange messages alone by Lemma 2.1(1.c). On the other hand, when c = 1, the expected total number of messages is O(f(n; 1) + n), since B has expected message complexity f(n; 1).
The next lemma is used to append a one-sided Solitude Detection algorithm to a Solitude Detection algorithm with two-sided error, creating an algorithm with only one-sided error and no asymptotic increase in bit complexity. Lemma 2.6 Let A be a standard-form Monte Carlo Solitude Detection algorithm for rings of size n in the interval a; b] that has expected bit complexity f(n; c; ) when there are c contenders. Let B be a standard-form one-sided Monte Carlo Solitude Detection algorithm for rings of size n in the interval a; b] that has expected bit complexity g(n; c; ), when there are c contenders. Then there is a standard-form Monte Carlo Solitude Detection algorithm G, for rings of size n in the interval a; b], with one-sided error and expected bit complexity O(f(n; 1; =2) + ( =2)g(n; 1; =2)), when c = 1, and O(f(n; c; =2) + n), when c > 1. If A and B are processor-terminating then G is processor-terminating.
Proof: To form algorithm G, any contender that concludes nonsolitude without conclusive evidence at the end of algorithm A, continues with algorithm B and adopts the conclusion of that algorithm. More precisely, all contenders initiate A with error tolerance set at =2. Since A has standard-form, any contender that sends an alarm during execution of A necessarily correctly concludes nonsolitude and terminates. Any contender that completes A without sending an alarm but with alone set to false, initiates B, with error tolerance set at =2. at the completion of A, then that conclusion could not have been the result of an alarm so the contender initiates algorithm B and then, because B has one-sided error, concludes solitude. Thus G does not err in this case. Because the continuation with algorithm B happens with probability at most =2, the expected complexity of G in this case is the expected complexity (f(n; 1; =2)) of algorithm A, plus the weighted expected complexity (( =2) g(n; 1; =2)) of algorithm B. Suppose c 2. There are two ways for G to err. Either at least one contender erroneously concludes solitude during algorithm A, or all contenders conclude nonsolitude in algorithm A, but at least one contender concludes solitude in algorithm B. Since both A and B err individually with probability at most =2, the combined probability of error is at most . The expected cost for c contenders is at most the expected cost of algorithm A, plus the expected cost of algorithm B. The rst quantity is f(n; c; =2), and the second is O(n) because B is one-sided.
Gap Measuring
When even a crude upper bound on the ring size is known the possibility emerges of determining that there are two or more contenders by measuring the lengths of gaps between successive contenders, and comparing them. Thus, more sophisticated Solitude Detection algorithms are based on e cient algorithms for measuring, either exactly or approximately, the lengths of gaps between consecutive contenders on the ring. Let Q 0 ; : : : ; Q c?1 be the contenders, in order, around the ring, and let g j denote the number of processors in the interval 2 Q j?1 ; Q j ).
Deterministic Procedures
The deterministic gap counting procedures all consist of exactly one round.
Procedure exact.gap: Each contender initializes a counter to 1. The counter is incremented and forwarded by each noncontender until it reaches the next contender, which 
Probabilistic Procedures
Procedure exact.gap can also be modi ed by replacing the deterministic counter with a probabilistic one. This makes possible a tradeo between the precision of the gap estimate and the cost of the estimation procedure. In particular, procedure weak.gap obtains a very crude estimate of a gap, but is expected to spend few bits before an estimate is made. Procedure strong.gap obtains a more accurate estimate though generally at the expense of more bits.
Procedure weak.gap: The procedure weak.gap is similar in spirit to Greenberg and Ladner's estimation algorithm 11], although the cost of weak.gap depends inversely on the size of the resulting estimate, which is crucial in its use. The procedure takes as a parameter a positive constant s, specifying the continuous monotone increasing function h s on the nonnegative reals given by h s (t) = 2 Gap estimation proceeds in rounds, the exact number of which is not predetermined.
In round t, each processor tosses a biased coin with success probability minfh s (t); 1g. Each contender sends a ag, initialized to the result of its coin toss, which will propagate to the next contender. Upon receipt of a \failure" ag, a noncontender whose coin toss yielded \success", sets the value of the ag to \success" before forwarding. If a contender receives a \failure" ag, it initiates round t + 1. If a contender receives a \success" ag, it sends the message \done" which is forwarded by noncontenders. Upon receipt of \done", any contender that sent \done" sets its gap estimateĝ to 1=h s (t + 1) and terminates. Of course, any contender receiving \done" without sending the same has conclusive evidence of nonsolitude and can safely send an alarm and terminate. Noncontenders terminate after forwarding either the message \done" or an alarm.
Procedure weak.gap, with input s and outputĝ, is speci ed in Figure 5 . The message set is just f\success", \failure", \done", \alarm"g. Note that a sole contender must produce a gap estimate, and if there is more than one contender, each contender that does not produce an estimate has detected nonsolitude. Proof: (1) If g j independent random experiments are performed, each with probability of success h s (t), then the probability of at least one success is at most g j h s (t). So Pr(ĝ j = 1=h s (t + 1)) g j h s (t). Therefore, by (3.1), E(ĝ j ) Proof: Okamoto 15] shows that if X is a random variable denoting the number of successes in a sequence of T independent Bernoulli trials with success probability , and h > 0, then ? 1) ). For assertion (4) it su ces to observe that the counter value never exceeds b bc, and its expected value after visiting b noncontenders is O(1).
Algorithms for Rings of Bounded Size
Recall from Section 2 that, when there is no bound known on the number of contenders, processor-terminating Monte Carlo Solitude Detection algorithms do not exist. If, however, an upper bound N on n is known, then, as is shown below, not only does a processorterminating Monte Carlo Solitude Detection algorithm exist, but its expected bit complexity is remarkably insensitive to the accuracy of N as an estimate of n.
The algorithm is derived from the following idea. Each contender Q j forms an estimateĝ j of the size of the gap separating Q j from the nearest preceding contender. Then Q j uses N=ĝ j as an estimated upper bound on the number of contenders. This hypothetical upper bound is then used to select the parameter for procedure ip.and.exchange in much the same way as the true upper bound was used in the algorithm SD.B (Figure 4 ). (Here, each contender makes the bold assumption that all gaps are equal. It is remarkable that the algorithm performs well even when the actual gaps di er widely in size, and the actual number of contenders exceeds the estimated upper bound.) The algorithm is just: It is clear that a solitary contender can never conclude nonsolitude, so SD.C has only one-sided error. It remains to show that the algorithm erroneously concludes solitude with probability at most . Say that contender Q j is fooled if Q j concludes solitude when there are at least two contenders. Suppose the number of contenders, c, is at least two. For j = 0, : : : , c?1, let F j be the probability that contender Q j is fooled, given that weak.gap has produced particular (non-zero) estimatesĝ j . Let 
If Q j detects nonsolitude within procedure weak.gap, then Q j is certainly not fooled. So, suppose Q j produces a gap estimate. Then F j = Pr(K j c and Q j is fooled) + Pr(K j < c and Q j is fooled). The rst probability is at most ( =4) c?1 by Claim 4.2. Let a be the smallest value thatĝ j can take on such that K j < c. By Claim 4.3, the second probability is at most P s a Pr(ĝ j = s)( s=2N) ( =2N)E(ĝ j ) g j =(2N), since E(ĝ j ) g j by Lemma 3.1 (1) . So the probability that Q j is fooled is at most ( =4) c?1 + g j =(2N). Hence the probability that some contender is fooled is at most c( =4) =2 and P j g j = n N, the probability that some contender is fooled is at most . Lemma 4.1 makes no claim regarding the complexity of algorithm SD.C when there are two or more contenders. However, Lemma 2.5 establishes that SD.C is easily modi ed to become one-sided.
Theorem 4.4 There is a one-sided processor-terminating Monte Carlo Solitude Detection al-
gorithm for all rings with size bounded above by N that has expected bit complexity O n p log(N=n) + n log(1= ) .
Proof: It su ces to make algorithm SD.C one-sided linear while maintaining its one-sided error and its complexity when there is one contender. Observe that SD.C has standard form and hence can play the role of algorithm A in Lemma 2.5. Since all the messages of SD.C have constant length, the bit complexity of the resulting algorithm is asymptotically equal to its message complexity.
Let SD.C ( ; N) denote the algorithm implied by Theorem 4.4.
Algorithms for Rings Whose Size is Bounded Within a Factor of Two
The preceding Solitude Detection algorithms all have n log(1= ) terms in their complexity bounds, and hence can never guarantee to provide error-free conclusions, when there are two or more contenders. Indeed, no algorithm can distinguish with certainty between a ring of size n containing one contender and a ring of size 2n containing two contenders directly opposite each other, as observed by Angluin 6] Algorithm SD.det simply has each processor execute the deterministic procedure exact.gap, and then send its gap count to the next contender (possibly itself). A contender is the sole contender if and only if the two gap counts g and g 0 , representing the lengths of the two gaps preceding it, satisfy g = g 0 > N=2.
Curiously, at very nearly the same degree of knowledge of ring size that deterministic Solitude Detection becomes possible, the order of the expected bit complexity of Monte Carlo Solitude Detection drops. The Monte Carlo algorithms employed so far have decreased the error probability by simply repeating an experiment. Such algorithms typically have a log(1= ) term in their complexities. To lower the complexity, we need more subtle techniques.
Suppose all processors know that ( 1 2 + )N n N, for some small > 0. If there is only one contender, then there is only one gap, and its length must be at least ( 1 2 + )N. If there are two or more contenders, then some gap must have length at most N=2. The contenders execute a gap estimation procedure whose accuracy is, with high probability, su cient to distinguish between ( 1 2 + )N and N=2. Using the gap estimation procedure strong.gap, the probability of obtaining a misleading count decreases at least exponentially with increasing , while the cost increases only logarithmically with increasing . It follows that the expected bit complexity is proportional to log log(1= ), where is the error probability bound. As decreases, more accuracy is needed, so there is also a log(1= ) term in the complexity.
These ideas are implemented as follows: Proof: By Lemma 3.3(4) the worst case bit complexity of strong.gap is at most O(n log( b)).
Since messages in the second round are also bounded by b, it follows that the worst case total bit complexity is also O(n log( b)), which is O n log log(1= )+n log(1= ) by our choice of and b.
To bound the error probabilities, rst note that we can assume without loss of generality that 0 < < 1=4. There are two cases. We rst show that with probability at most , a sole = .
Algorithm SD.D is not one-sided. This is attained, at the cost of relaxing the worst case complexity bound to an expected case bound, by appending and prepending appropriate algorithms and appealing to Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6. plexity O n(log log(2= ) + log(1= )) + ( =2)n( p log(N=n) + log(2= )) = O n log log(1= ) + n log(1= ) , since log(1= ) < 1 and N=n < 2.
The resulting algorithm can be further modi ed to be one-sided linear by prepending with ip.and.exchange(log log t) for an appropriate choice of t. Speci cally, apply Lemma 2.4 to the algorithm just formed with parameter t = log log N. The nal result is a Solitude Detection algorithm, called SD.D ( ; ; N), with expected bit complexity O (n log log(1= ) + n log(1= ))=2 log log N + n = O (n log log(1= ) + n log(1= ))=(log( 9 2 ln 1= ) + n = O(n), when there are two or more contenders, and O n log log(1= ) + n log(1= ) + n log log N = O n log log(1= ) + n log(1= ) , when there is one contender. Thus SD.D is a one-sided algorithm with no asymptotic increase in complexity over SD.D. , with worst-case bit complexity (on rings of any size ) O n log log(1= ) . Furthermore, the algorithm errs with probability at most when there are two or more contenders, for rings of any size in 1; N].
We refer to the variant of SD.D implicit in the corollary above as SD.E( ; N). This algorithm can be used repeatedly to construct a Solitude Detection algorithm for rings of size n in the entire interval bN=2c + 1; N], whose complexity is a function of the proximity of n to N=2. First recall that when n is known to within a factor of 2, there is a Monte Carlo algorithm SD.C (Theorem 4.4) that has expected case bit complexity O (n log(1= )), and there is a deterministic algorithm, SD.det, that has worst case bit complexity O(n log n).
Thus, a Monte Carlo algorithm is easily constructed, for rings of size n in bN=2c + 1; N], whose expected case bit complexity is n min(log n; log(1= )). Denote by SD.M( ; N) any such algorithm.
Our new algorithm runs SD.E (viewed as a test for solitude) for successively smaller values of . Let k = dlog log log(1= )e, and de ne i = 1=2 2 2 k+i , for i 0. Contenders run SD.E( i ; N), for increasing i, until either they conclude solitude after one such test, or the expected cost of the next test exceeds the expected cost of SD.M. In the latter case, the algorithm nishes by running SD.M. This is implemented in the following algorithm: bit complexity is O n min log n; log(1= ) , when there are two or more contenders, and O n min log n; log(1= ); log log(1= ) + log N n?N=2 , when there is only one contender.
Proof: Suppose there is only one contender. Then either that contender correctly concludes solitude during some execution of SD.E and terminates correctly, or it concludes nonsolitude for every execution of SD.E, in which case it executes SD.M. But since SD.M has one-sided error, the contender correctly concludes solitude in this case as well. Hence SD.F has one-sided error.
If there are two or more contenders, then SD.F can err only if some contender reaches the wrong conclusion in one of the applications of SD.E or in the procedure SD.M. Thus, by Corollary 5.3, the probability of error is at most P i 1 i + =2, which is less than .
It follows from Corollary 5.3 and the de nition of i that the i th iteration of the loop in SD.F has expected cost at most O(n2 i log log(1= )). Notice that each iteration costs approximately twice as much as the previous one, so all the iterations of the loop together have the same asymptotic complexity as the last iteration. Since the last iteration costs at most n min(log n; log(1= )), the total expected cost of SD.F is O n min(log n; log(1= )) . Furthermore, when there is one contender, the expected cost is at most n log log(1= ) + n P 1<i s log log(1= )+ s n min(log n; log(1= )), where (1), it follows that this expected cost is O(n(log log(1= ) + log(N=(n ? N=2)))).
Algorithm SD.F has one-sided error but is not one-sided linear. However, since it has standard form, it can be made one-sided linear by appealing to Lemma 2.4 with t set to log(min(log n; log(1= ))). The following theorem summarizes the nal modi ed algorithm.
Theorem 5.5 There is a one-sided processor-terminating Monte Carlo Solitude Detection algorithm, for rings of size n in the interval bN=2c + 1; N], with expected bit complexity O n min log n; log(1= ); log log(1= ) + log N n?N=2 . Let SD.F denote the algorithm implied by Theorem 5.5.
Algorithms for Known Ring Size
If a Solitude Detection algorithm need only be correct for a xed ring size n, then numbertheoretic properties of n can be exploited to improve upon the complexity of the previous algorithms. In this section it is assumed that processors know the ring size exactly; two Solitude Detection algorithms are described, one of which (SD.H) has processor termination and the other (SD.G) only message termination. Let (n) denote the smallest positive nondivisor of n. Observe that (n) is a prime power; say, (n) = p integer parameter l speci ed according to the algorithm and the sizes of and n. A second parameter m = h(l; n) is chosen to be the smallest power of p greater than or equal to both (n) and l. (Observe that m does not divide n.) For both algorithms, the rst round measures the gap modulo m 2 between successive contenders. This round is guaranteed to generate at least one alarm if the number of contenders c satis es 2 c l. In the second round, each contender compares the gap separating it from its predecessor with the threshold n=l. If is small enough, the comparison is done accurately using procedure bounded.exact.gap, and produces an alarm for each short gap. For larger , this comparison is done approximately using procedure strong.gap, and, with high probability, produces at least one alarm within every sequence of l contenders. Besides the setting of parameter l, the only di erence between algorithms SD.G and SD.H is in the nal stage where alarms (if any) are propagated. In the message-terminating algorithm, SD.G, processors do not initiate any new message tra c after the second round, subject only to the usual convention that if an alarms arrives, that contender switches its conclusion to nonsolitude, forwards the message and, only now, processor terminates. In the processor-terminating algorithm, SD.H, alarms are ushed by running ip.and.exchange(l).
The message set of SD.G is f counters, \alarm" g, and of SD.H is f counters, \alarm", \success", \failure" g.
The following two lemmas apply to both algorithms SD.G and SD.H. Suppose the number of contenders, c, is at least two. If c l then, by Lemma 6.2, all contenders conclude nonsolitude. If c > l, then at least one of any sequence of l + 1 consecutive gaps must have length less than n=l. So, in every such sequence, some contender will detect a short gap after bounded.exact.gap, and will send an alarm. By Lemma 6.1, all contenders are guaranteed to conclude nonsolitude.
Suppose > 2 ?n . If there is a sole contender that erroneously concludes nonsolitude, then it must have computed a gap estimateĝ 2n=l when the actual gap is n. By Lemma 3.3 (2) , this can happen with probability at most e ?2 b(1? p 2=l ) 2 . Since = 6 ln(4l= )=b, and l is constrained to be at least 8, this probability of error is (much) less than .
Suppose there are c 2 contenders and let A be the event that at least one contender (erroneously) concludes solitude. By Lemma 6.2, A implies that there must be more than l contenders. Note that every sequence of l + 1 consecutive contenders must include a gap of length less than n=l. If strong.gap results in measurement of a gapĝ < b = l 2n l m then an alarm is generated. So, by Lemma 6.1, A implies that, for some j, g j < b=2 andĝ j = b.
For xed j denote this event by B. Note that the probability of B is maximized when g j is as large as possible, i.e. g j = db=2e ? 1. It follows, from Lemma 3.3 (1) , that event B
occurs with probability at most e ? b=6 . But, since = 6 ln(4l= )=b, this is just =(4l). The probability that some short gap is measured as long is maximized when there are fewer than 2l contenders, since combining two very short gaps to produce a short gap can only increase the probability of many increments in some short gap. So Pr(A) < 2l Pr(B) = =2.
Complexity. Suppose 2 ?n . Then l = O log minfn; log 1= g = O log n . Procedure modular.exact.gap(m 2 ;ĝ) has bit complexity O(n log m) = O n log (n) + n log l = O n log (n) + n log log n = O n log log n . Procedure bounded.exact.gap(n=l;ĝ) has bit complexity O n + (n=l) log n = O(n) when there is a single contender. So the total complexity is O(n log log n) in this case, when there is one contender.
Suppose > 2 ?n . Then l = O log minfn; log 1= g = O log log 1= . So the bit complexity of procedure modular.exact.gap(m 2 ;ĝ) is O n log (n) + n log l = O n log (n) + n log log log 1= . By log log(1= ) , since = 6 ln(4l= )=b and b = d2n=le. Thus, the total expected bit complexity, in this case, when there is a sole contender, is O n log (n) + n log l + n l log log(1= ) + nl = O n log (n) + n p log log(1= ) .
Algorithms SD.G and SD.H are not one-sided but, as is shown below, they can be augmented to become so. Theorem 6.5 1. There is a one-sided message-terminating Monte Carlo Solitude Detection algorithm for rings of size n that has expected bit complexity O n minflog (n) + log log log(1= ); log log ng .
2. There is a one-sided processor-terminating Monte Carlo Solitude Detection algorithm for rings of size n that has expected bit complexity O n minflog (n)+ p log log(1= ); p log n g .
Proof: Algorithms SD.G and SD.H can send an alarm without conclusive evidence of nonsolitude. This happens when strong.gap estimates a gap of size n to be less than d2n=le.
First we modify SD.G and SD.H so that this cannot happen by renaming the \alarm" sent after strong.gap detects a small gap to a \suspicion" message. Upon receipt of a \suspicion" message, a processor that has not already sent an \alarm" or a \suspicion" sets its alone variable to \false", forwards the \suspicion" and stops. The algorithms' behaviours are unchanged; however, this provides processors with a mechanism to distinguish between certain and uncertain conclusions of nonsolitude, and converts the algorithm to standard form (where alarms are reserved for conclusive evidence of nonsolitude).
Since the algorithms, adjusted as just described, have standard form, they can be made one-sided. To remove errors when there is a single contender, append algorithm SD.D ; to achieve one-sided linearity, prepend with algorithm ip.and.exchange. Speci cally, let SD.D , with set to 1=2, (Theorem 5.2) be B, and the modi ed SD.G (respectively, SD.H) be A.
Observe that both have standard form and B is one-sided, so the conditions of Lemma 2.6 apply. The result is a Solitude Detection algorithm in standard form, say C (respectively, D), with one-sided error and complexity O f(n; 1; =2) + ( =2)(n log log(1= )) = O f(n; 1; =2) for rings of size n when there is a solitary contender, and O f(n; c; =2) + n when the number of contenders, c, is greater than or equal to 2, where f(n; c; ) is the complexity of SD.G (respectively, SD.H).
Observe that both SD.G and SD.H have, for any number of contenders, bit complexity O n minflog n; log (n)+log log(1= )g , even in the worst case. So apply Lemma 2.4 to both C and D with parameter t equal to minflog log n; log log (n)+log log log(1= )g. In both cases the nal result is a Solitude Detection algorithm, called, respectively, SD.G and SD.H , with expected bit complexity O (n minflog n; log (n)+log log(1= )g)=2 minflog log n;log log (n)+log log log(1= )g + n = O(n), when there are two or more contenders. When there is one contender, the expected complexity is O f(n; 1; =2) + nt = O n minflog (n) + log log log(1= ); log log ng + n minflog log n; log log (n)+log log log(1= )g , in the case of SD.G , and O f(n; 1; =2)+nt = O n minflog (n)+ p log log(1= ); p log n g+n minflog log n; log log (n)+log log log(1= )g , in the case of SD.H . Thus SD.G and SD.H are one-sided algorithms with no asymptotic increase in complexity over SD.G and SD.H, respectively.
Observe that in some cases the n log (n) term can dominate the term n log log log(1= ) (for SD.G) or n p log log(1= ) (for SD.H), and it might be better to run the algorithm SD.D with = 1=2. Thus the minimum expected complexity is achieved by choosing the best algorithm for the parameters n and . Corollary 6.6 1. There is a one-sided (message-terminating) Monte Carlo Solitude Detection algorithm for rings of size n that has expected bit complexity O n min log log n, log log(1= ), log (n) + log log log(1= ) .
2. There is a one-sided processor-terminating Monte Carlo Solitude Detection algorithm for rings of size n that has expected bit complexity O n min p log n , log log(1= ), log (n)+ p log log(1= ) .
Denote the message-terminating (respectively, processor-terminating) algorithms achieved by Corollary 6.6 by SD.G (respectively, SD.H ). Suppose there is no knowledge of ring size. The algorithm SD.A ( Figure 3 ) is a messageterminating algorithm that solves Solitude Detection on rings of unknown size n with worst case bit complexity n log(1= ) . In the absence of any knowledge of ring size, Theorem 7.1 shows that message termination is the most that can be achieved and Theorem 7.2 limits even the expected number of bits. Therefore SD.A has asymptotically best possible expected and worst case bit complexity when nothing is known about the ring size. Furthermore, SD.A achieves this lower bound while being one-sided. expected bits are required (even by a message-terminating algorithm). Therefore SD.C has expected bit complexity that is asymptotically the best possible for n N=2 when ring size is known to be bounded above by N. Furthermore, SD.C achieves this lower bound while being one-sided. < 1=2 and let be any algorithm (not necessarily processorterminating) that solves Solitude Detection with con dence 1? on rings of xed size n. Then the expected bit complexity of on rings of size n is n min log log n; log log log(1= ) .
(Theorem 9.4) Suppose ring size n is known. Algorithm SD.G (Corollary 6.6) is a message-terminating Solitude Detection algorithm for this case with expected bit complexity O n min log log n, log log(1= ), log (n) + log log log(1= ) . By applying Theorems 7.6 and 7.7 and considering all possible relationships between n; (n) and , we conclude that this algorithm has expected bit complexity that is asymptotically the best possible for message termination when ring size is known. Furthermore, SD.G achieves this lower bound while being one-sided. Theorem 7.8 Let 0 < 1=2 and let be a processor-terminating algorithm that solves Solitude Detection with con dence 1 ? on rings of xed size n. Then the expected bit complexity of on rings of size n is n min p log n; p log log(1= ) . (Theorem 9.1) Algorithm SD.H (Corollary 6.6) is a processor-terminating Solitude Detection algorithm for rings of known size n with expected bit complexity O n min p log n , log log(1= ), log (n) + p log log(1= ) . By applying Theorems 7.8 and 7.6 and considering all possible relationships between n; (n) and , we conclude that this algorithm has expected bit complexity that is the asymptotically best possible while achieving processor termination when ring size is known. Furthermore, SD.H achieves this lower bound while being one-sided. knowledge processor termination message termination none impossible n log(1= ) a n N (*) n p log(N=n) + n log(1= ) n log(1= ) N=2 < n N n min log n; log(1= ); log log(1= ) + log(1= ) ( ) n min log n; log(1= ); log log(1= ) + log(1= ) ( ) n = N n min p log n; log log(1= ); log (n) + p log log(1= ) n min log log n; log log(1= ); log (n) + log log log(1= ) (*) a N=2; lower bounds require n N=2.
(**) = n=N ? 1=2. 
Conclusion
In this paper, two general techniques (gap measuring and exchange of coin ips) have been combined in a variety of ways to solve Solitude Detection on asynchronous anonymous unidirectional rings using few expected bits of communication. It seems natural to suspect that other techniques could yield even better algorithms. But that is not the case. Lower bounds that match, to within a constant factor, the upper bounds proved here are proved elsewhere 5] and are summarized in Section 7. In fact, the algorithms were in some cases inspired by the lower bound proofs. Table 1 summarizes the results of this paper and its companion paper 5]. Sometimes, processor termination requires more expected bits than message termination, as one would expect. But when processors know that ring size n satis es N=2 < n N, the cost of achieving processor termination is at most a constant factor worse than that of message termination. Also, although the tables show that more information generally helps, there are exceptions. For example, when message termination su ces, there is no di erence between the expected bit complexity of Solitude Detection when just an upper bound on n is known and when nothing at all is known about n.
What the tables do not show is that the upper and lower bounds are stronger than stated, and contrast in strength in several ways. The companion paper 5] discusses these di erences in detail; here we summarize the most striking distinctions.
Each lower bound applies to algorithms with two-sided error, while each bound is achieved by an algorithm with only one-sided error.
The lower bounds apply even to algorithms that might deadlock or livelock with arbitrarily high probability for some con gurations. The lower bounds apply to the expected complexity of any con guration with a solitary contender that does accept with the required probability. In contrast, our algorithms never deadlock and achieve optimal complexity for all con gurations.
Our lower bounds for processor-terminating algorithms apply also to algorithms that only achieve processor termination in the case that solitude is concluded; they may revoke a decision of nonsolitude on later receipt of a message. These bounds are achieved by algorithms that processor terminate always.
Our lower bounds for message-terminating algorithms are achieved by algorithms that actually processor terminate in the case that nonsolitude is detected; a decision that there are two or more contenders is never revoked on later receipt of a message.
Our lower bounds permit processors to have identities, provided that those identities are not guaranteed to be distinct, and the algorithm must be correct (with the required probability) for any sequence of identi ers. Then the lower bounds apply to the best case over all identi er sequences. In contrast our algorithms are for anonymous rings.
The lower bounds neither constrain nor make assumptions about complexity when there are two or more contenders. Our algorithms all achieve only O(n) expected bits when there are two or more contenders.
